Wireless channel is very complex because of both frequency and time selectivity. In order to overcome the adverse effects of multipath fading in mobile communication channels, channel estimation must be performed. There are three kinds of channel estimation methods: pilot based, blind and semi-blind. In pilot based channel estimation, some of data symbols are used to estimate channel. In blind channel estimation statistical properties of channel are used. In semi-blind channel estimation information from both data symbols and statistical properties is utilized. In this study, pilot based and semi-blind channel estimation are used to estimate the channels with various frequency selectivity in multiple input multiple output-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) systems. Semi-blind channel estimation is done by using independent component analysis (ICA). Simulation results show that if the frequency selectivity of the channel is high, semi-blind channel estimation technique can be used instead of pilot based channel estimation. Thus with a using a small number of pilot bits, more data can be used in the MIMO systems.
Introduction
A large channel capacity exists for wireless systems with multiple transmit and receive antennas [1] . In wireless communication systems, with the use of multiple antennas on the transmitter and receiver antennas, multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems are obtained. MIMO systems are one of the most popular research areas of wireless communications [2] . Multiple input multiple output-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) which has high spectral efficiency is the key technology of today's wireless communication systems and it has become popular technique for transmission of signals over wireless channel [3] . Channel estimation algorithms can be categorized into three groups [4] . In pilot based channel estimation, value of previously known pilot bits are inserted into the transmitted signal is compared to the received value in the receiver and in pilot based channel estimation one dimensional pilot placement (block and comb) and two dimensional pilot placement (rectangular and diamond) are used [5] . In blind channel estimation, algorithms often exploit the second-order stationary statistics with high computational complexity. Therefore blind channel estimation isn't used frequently. In semiblind channel estimation algorithms both small number of pilot bits and statistical properties of channel are used. In literature there are numerous channel estimation algorithms for example ICA [6, 7] , singular value decomposition (SVD) [8] , subspace methods [9] All algorithms have advantages and disadvantages. But in semi-blind channel estimation, more bandwidth efficiency are obtained than pilot based channel estimation because of less pilot usage. 
MIMO-OFDM Channel
where Hij(k) is channel transfer function in the frequency domain for k. subcarrier, i. transmitter and j. receiver antenna.
This journal is © Advanced Technology & Science 2013 n2j(k)] is noise power at t and t+ τ moment for j. receiver antenna. For 2x2 Alamouti MIMO-OFDM System, channel estimation coefficients in the receiver are obtained as shown in formulas (6-9).
Pilot Based Channel Estimation
In this study rectangular pilot placement ( Fig. 2 ) and diamond pilot placement ( Fig.3 ) are used for the estimation of MIMO channel. In rectangular structure, pilot bits are placed periodically in the time and frequency domain. In the pilot based channel estimation, the values of the channel at the position of the pilot can be obtained using least squares (LS) and the minimum mean square error (MMSE) [11, 12] . In diamond pilot placement, pilot bits are placed different subcarriers in different times.
Semi-blind Channel Estimation
In this study a semi-blind algorithm is used for the estimation of frequency selective MIMO channel matrix H. In semi-blind channel estimation, firstly pilot bits are located. Then the value of the mixing matrix is determined according to the selected pilot positions. And as it is in the blind channel estimation, channel coefficients are updated using whitening data. In this study ICA is used as a semi-blind channel estimation. The ICA algorithm is based on a decomposition of the channel matrix H. The aim of ICA is finding the x signals in formulas (10) [13] .
y Hx 
For a good results there are two assumptions in ICA. First; source signals x are independent of each other. The second one is the values in each source signal have non-Gaussian distributions [14] .
ICA's preprocessing steps are: a)Centering: The most basic and necessary pre-processing for ICA is centering. In this step, the observation vector y by subtracting its mean vector m=E{y} c y y m  (11) b)Whitening: The another useful pre-processing method is whitening. A simple method to perform the whitening transformation is to use the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) [15] (14) where H* is the mixing matrix. Initial value of H* is given randomly. Then with a using various algorithms, the last value of H* has obtained. ICA method is used in a wide range of applications such as biomedical, finance, engineering. Different algorithms have been developed for these applications. Some of these are Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eigenmatrices (JADE), Infomax and fixed point algorithm [16] .
Results
In this study, pilot based channel estimation and semi-blind channel estimation are used to estimate the channels with various frequency selectivity. Firstly, two dimensional pilot based channel estimation is performed using rectangular and diamond pilot placement with different pilot ratio (PR=4, 16 Diamond pilot placement and ICA based semi-blind channel estimation results for pedestrian channel Ch1 are given in Fig. 4 . In diamond pilot placement and ICA method, different number of pilot bits are used. It is shown that pilot based channel estimation with a diamond pilot placement results are better than ICA results. it is better to use fewer pilot bits, so diamond pilot placement with a PR=64 is suitable to estimate Ch1. In Fig. 5 rectangular pilot placement and ICA based semi-blind channel estimation results are given for Ch1. It is shown that pilot based channel estimation with a rectangular placement results are better than a semi-blind channel estimation results. PR=16 is enough to estimate the Ch2. So for a pedestrian channel Ch1 which is less frequency selectivity channel than the vehicular channel Ch2, pilot based channel estimation results are better than the ICA results. Thus with a using a small number of pilot bits, best performance is obtained. In Fig. 6 diamond pilot placement and ICA based semi-blind channel estimation results are given for Ch2. It is shown that up to 15 dB, diamond pilot placement is better than the ICA. But after 15 dB, ICA (with 4 pilot bits), is better than diamond pilot placement (PR=256). And after 25dB, ICA (with 2 pilot bits) is better than diamond pilot placement (PR=256) and after 27dB ICA (with 4 pilot bits) is better than diamond pilot placement (PR=64). Rectangular pilot placement and ICA based semi-blind channel estimation results for Ch2 are given in Fig. 7 . It is shown that, up to 22 dB, rectangular pilot placement is better than the ICA. But after 22 dB, ICA (with 4 pilot bits) is better than rectangular pilot placement PR=4.
Conclusıons
The results show that if the frequency selectivity of the channel is high and SNR>15 dB for diamond pilot placement and SNR>22 for rectangular pilot placement, semi-blind channel estimation technique can be used instead of pilot based channel estimation technique which allows less pilot usage and consequently enhanced more bandwidth efficiency. So it is understood that pilot based channel estimation results aren't always better than the semi-blind channel estimation results.
